Meeting Agenda

ACI 308-A: Guide to Concrete Curing

Spring 2009 Convention – San Antonio

Wednesday, March 18, 2009
10:30 am – 1:00 pm
Room: Conference Room 4

1. Introductions

2. Sign-in

3. Approval of Minutes from St. Louis meeting

4. Status of 308R-01 Revision
   a. We have editable copy of Guide – use if at all possible for updates (excluding those already done)
   b. Graphics in current version of Guide – ACI Staff can probably assist in updating if needed
   c. Chapter 1 – Introduction (Darryl Manuel)
   d. Chapter 2 – Curing Methods and Materials (Dan Webber)
   e. Chapter 3 – Curing for Different Types of Construction (Mike Hernandez)
   f. Chapter 4 – Monitoring Curing and Curing Effectiveness (Ben Edwards)
   g. Chapter 5 – Recent Developments (Jonathan Dongell)
   h. Chapter 6 – References (need someone to oversee)
   i. Schedule for Completion

5. Comments for the good of the document

6. New Business

7. Adjourn

***NOTE: See attached sheet for items of discussion for Agenda Item 4***
Status of Chapter Updates and Other Discussion for Guide Committee
(Notes by L. Taber as of 3/10/2009)

Chapter 1
-Dale Bentz has sent suggestions to Darryl on 11/19/08 – no record if these were acceptable
-have minor edit from Steve McDonald in 1.2 (email 11/5/2008)
-no further action beyond this has been seen, is this chapter ready to ballot?
-do the cover and TOC need to be included in this chapter or do they not need balloted?

Chapter 2
-Have suggested edits from Steve McDonald in 2.1 and 2.4 (email 11/5/2008) – appears they were incorporated by Dan
-Dan sent out his edits on 12/3/08 – appears this is the final version and can be balloted?

Chapter 3
-Larry to get Mike contact info for Mike Faubel to get info on Maturity Method (would this info be for Sec 4.6? – that would be Ben?) His contact is (cell) 817-312-0321 and mfaubel@teamlandmark.com.
-Dale’s email of 11/6/08 on curing of moisture sensitive floors and a new reference – does this belong here or in Guide in general?
-Dale Fisher sent email on 12/3/08 about adding pervious concrete document (522R-06) to Table 3.1

Chapter 4
-Ben sent me previous edits on 11/7/08, Dale made some additional suggestions on 11/12/08. Ben had some questions for Ken or John W in 11/7 version. Does not appear these have been answered yet.
-Can we ballot without John W and Ken’s comments and add later for main committee ballot?

Chapter 5
-Accelerated curing was indicated to be in this chapter but it is already in 2.8 in a minimal form, should it all be put in one spot or split up and try to identify what is “Recent Developments” vs “Methods”?
-Mike Thomas and High Temp subgroup info needs incorporated – current suggested format would be to put it in several spots (Chapters 1, 2, 3 and 6) – this is different from discussions of putting it all in this chapter, need to work out
-Need to write section on internal curing giving brief overview and then referencing IC report
-Need short section on SCC – previously indicated not much changed but should state this – was previously indicated to get from Bill Phelan.
-Steve McDonald provided updates in Ch 2, were these intended to cover the non-woven fabric updates that originally were going in this chapter? (3/19/08 email) Does this cover the topic?
-In St. Louis, it was brought up to include sensor technologies – I do not recall names associated with gathering the information, did I miss it?
-Puerto Rico minutes included higher volume slag and fly ash mixes info to be provided by Rick VanHorn – I was thinking this was killed for inclusion but would like confirmation form group

Chapter 6
-Have suggested edit from Steve McDonald (email 11/5/2008)
-Have several new references in the various other edits – need someone to collect and keep track of

Misc Notes and Items
-Dan Webber previously sent (10/24/2007) information from the PA Std Spec on Latex Modified concrete – should this be in the guide? If so, is Recent Developments Chapter the right spot or Types of Construction the right spot?
-At one time HPC curing was in one of my lists for Chapter 5, did it go away? (or to Ch 3?) Doug Hooton sent email on it (10/24/2007).